Texture feature analysis for breast ultrasound image enhancement.
Texture analysis of breast ultrasound B-scans has been widely applied to the segmentation and classification of breast tumors. We present a parametric imaging method based on the texture features to preserve tumor edges and retain the texture information simultaneously. Four texture-feature parameters--homogeneity, contrast, energy and variance--were evaluated using the gray-level co-occurrence matrix. The local texture-feature parameter was assigned as the new pixel located at the center of the sliding window at each position. This process yielded the texture-feature parametric image as the map of texture-feature values. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) were estimated to show the quality improvement of the images. The contours outlined from 11 experienced physicians and the gradient vector flow (GVF) snake algorithm segmentations were adopted to verify the edge enhancement of texture-feature parametric images. In addition, the Fisher's linear discriminant analysis (FLDA) and receiver-operating-characteristic (ROC) curve were used to test the performance of breast tumor classifications between texture-feature parametric images and B-scan images. The results show that the variance images have higher CNR and SNR estimates than those in the B-scan images. There was a high agreement between the physician's manual contours and the GVF snake automatic segmentations in the variance images, and the mean area overlap was over 93%. The area under the ROC curve from the B-scan images had 0.81 and 95% confidence interval of 0.72-0.88, and the texture-feature parametric images had 0.90 and 95% confidence interval of 0.84-0.96. These findings indicate that the texture-feature parametric imaging method can be not only useful for determining the location of the lesion boundary but also as a tool to improve the accuracy of breast tumor classifications.